CROSSWORD
No. 15,593 Set by AARDVARK

ACROSS
1 Nurse once covering right leg (6)
4 Type of bread (includes nuts) (8)
9 Require licence to drain sewer? (6)
10 See poet visiting compiler somewhere in Italy (8)
13 Which person assumes headwear for hail? (4,2)
15 Small space contains advert backing dairy product (4)
16 I feel terrible regularly, wrote tipsy writer (3,2,2)
20 Perhaps West End's premier gains money for performance (7)
21 Sort of cup both hands for cake (4)
25 Repeatedly attach clothing accessory (6)
26 After month, seaman's back at home displaying culinary style (2,6)
28 Fine prospect, to act with two lines at theatrical show, runs out (5,3)
29 French novelist, wanting son primarily to develop (6)
30 In periphery of skillet, mushroom turned unusual range of colours (8)
31 Exactly right to use tee when restricted by old golfing club (4-2)

DOWN
1 Name Nicholas abbreviated during more editing (8)
2 Extremely thorough Welshman to tell stories about ancient text (3,5)
3 Old couple extended oriental tea (6)
5 Child and I leaving native American retreat (4)
6 Hum with male during weak opera (2,6)
7 Clergyman attending, has smoke perhaps outside? (6)
8 Hazel's problem maybe needing doctor to track back (3,3)
11 Go away shortly, vacation in Ibiza, seeing colourful flower (7)
14 Sweet victory against Spain, cup being lifted (4,3)
17 Taxi ordered by Geordie non-drinker after one German wine (8)
18 Stay after ceremonial piece of music (4,4)
19 Chart written by banks of Kennet on aquatic organisms (8)
22 English painter finding stone guest-house in America (6)
23 It's 50:50 one will fit into small boot (6)
24 Keep warm with gunner and dog (4,2)
27 Disapproving utterance over posh skirt (4)

Solution 15,592

DOPPELGANGERS
ORXAOSSA
AGRACOMMONTIME
BINIEKAP
HINGISSKINBURN
TEEELA
VERBOSITYFITS
RASS
PIEDUNDERHAND
IAPDONA
BACKROOMTHRESH
NBACLEUC
BINARYSTARNOELE
SCPCIDN
TAKESTHECOURT